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A BITZ EXCLUSIVE! 
of the workfthe willies 

smithereens, Unde Ronald 
“Mad Dog McDonald” 
Reagan has LEFT the 

Whitehouse and gone to play 
saxophone and keyboards for new pop 
persons Nu Shooz! ! ! !!! (A ^ 

he hasn’t. The group member you’re 
on about is called Ronald Jb^im.) Oh. 
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▲ A-hal Caught hart It's Toyah 
Wlllcox (punky-type 
aongatrasa who hasn’t made a 

record for a long time) trying to escape 
from the sight of all-seeing, all-knowing 
B/firl (Can’t say / blame her - Ed.) And 
she's lust got herself “hitched” to that 
bloke behind her, Robert Frlpp, creator 
of '60s cult group King Crimson and that's 
why she's wearing this floaty frock. 

The wedding took place on May 16 In 
Wltchampton, Dorset where Bin just 
happened to be having a picnic on the 
village green, and so swift was the 
ceremony (attended only by family and a 
few pals) - that there wasn't even the 

- get out o? my ^UpleaM”,fr(Mn<eltherof 
■' er mind, though, the vicar was 

:e man. According to him: 





A LETTER FROM 
GEORGE MICHAEL So, with the end of Wliam! 

looming, flifzasks, "Is George 
Michael happy about all these 

planned 'solo' projects?" 
“I'm making a single with Aretha 

Franklin,” he explains, “and 
possibly one in June with Michael 
Jackson. With opportunities to 
work with people like that how can 
you not be happy?" 

George has been out in Detroit 
over the last couple of weeks 
working with Aretha, the legendary 
“queen of soul", but other 
rumoured projects remain 
unconfirmed. For instance, there's 
absolutely no news yet about the 
special Anti-Apartheid single that 
Ire was supposed to be recording 

“spokesperson” for Stevie admits 
that he doesn't know anything 

tickets for the final concert sold out 
in under twelve hours and the 
"farewell" EP is due out on June 9. 
The four songs have finally been 
decided on: “The Edge Of 
Darkness’ (with Elton John playing 

“Where P1-* u—* 

As George has been so busy 
planning the concerts and 
recording, he has asked Bitz to 
print this letter (left)-an 
explanation to Wham I fans about 

all m proportion to 
rest of his body. 

Mmmph. Bitz Is sitting staring out of the “office” 
window at huge blobs of rain smacking on- — 

. ,_nd soaking all the Sv—■— —■ — 
ing of far-off lat. 
i Sound Mach 

■nd so we can go swimming every day an_... 
STOP!!! Pah - who needs Miami? ft’s probably crawling with 
nstrous insects with seven eyes and a zwillion legs. Not that that 
uld bother Gloria, so chuffed Is she that Miami Sound Machine’s 
id Boy” single is doing so well in Britain. It's their first hit here 
ce "Dr Beat” In 1984 and ( ■ ■■ - - 

'.What a fun guy hew 

id, Emilio, though. We' 
w. It was him who hire 

doing a ch 
fe did bac 

awtui lot ot pale t 
tan if there’s all tt.._ 

“Ah well, we’ve been doing t 

you haven’t got mi 

k recently. Actually, 
you. The beaches 
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act by 
THE REAL THING 





THE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK 

THE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK 



THE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK THE ACTION BANK 

THE ACTION BANK ANatWest THE ACTION BANK 
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Midge lire 
call of the wild 

© 

a brand new recording 
7" &12" (extended mix) 
Out Now 

CkrjwKj 



JAKI GRAHAM 
“I’M JUST A MUM WHO SINGS SOMETIMES.” 

CULTURE CLUB 





Use Shockwaves Wet Gel for a glossy hold that looks ^ 
Or get creative with the phenomenal lift and hold of WHATEVER NEXT? 
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OH STEREO VIDEO SKI-FI SEX 
LET'S CO GO CO LETS GO 
WOAH SADDEN® DREAMS LASER BEAMS 
21st CENTURY SEX MACHINE 

OH CAN THE CARTIER TOSS THE T1SSOT 
TIMEX KID TIME TOGOCO 

• CHORUS 
I’M A SPACE COWBOY 
I'M A 2 lit CENTURY WHOOPEE ROY 

(THIS IS THE NEW ACE OF TELEVISION) 

SIAMESE LEBANESE 
CHINESE SPEAKING STRIPTVs 

SINGAPORE EL SALVADOR! 
CORA“R”OLA 
MERCURY LUXURY 
SHOVE TH AT FENDER FBT AT ME 

• REPEAT CHORUS 

(LADIES AND GENTLEMEN ELVIS 1H0| 

• REPEATCHORUS 

EMBRYO UTO 
FREAKO PSYCHO HORROR SHOW 
HIPS AND UPS AND BEAUTY QUEENS 
(LETS PARTY) 
VI.M'R AMP SEXY TRAMP 
MAKE-UP MUCK MY VEGAS VAMP 

• REPEAT CHORUS TWICE 

(THE AMERICAN DREAM) 

• REPEATCHORUS 

I’M A SPACE COWBOY 
G-G-G-G-G-GENERATION WHOOPEE BOY 

LETS GO GO GO LETS GO LETS GO 
LETS GO GO GO LETS GO UTS CO 
LETS GO GO GO LETS GO LETS GO 
LETS GO GO GO LETS GO UTS GO 

(MMM MMMI LOVE TECHNOLOGY) 
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SANVO- 
UNBEATABLE PRICE 
• Top performance M/1/FM 

hSdp ^ ne? ModelMGR 60 

matsui-sufercomrwtt: 
sum; value 

sound# Locking f 
forward# Lightw 

sanvd-lowkt price ever. 

/Vootie. 



STafus Quo 

1991 OR BUST! 
mrs WHEN RICK PARFITT AND FRANCIS ROSSI ARE PUNNING TO RETIRE. AGAIN... 



THE SMASH HITS 

again to ... FLESH OUT (ie. wear a t-shirt)!! And what 
way to do It than to sport a spiffing pop person’s name 
same time? Witness right one zwillion t-shirts, one brilli 
swlllion records and a few other items well worth wield! 

jr person of a balmy summer’s day - and we' 
giving them all away to YOU! ^hew-wee!! And we' „ 
some very famous guests to model them for us. For a 
of winning a t-shirt (or t-shirts) simply answer the appropriate 
questions and send your answers on a postcard, marked with 
the correct number, to The Smash Hits Pick 'n' Win T-Shirt 
Competition, 14 Holkham Road, Orton Southgate, 
Peterborough PE2 OYJ. 

4 Pet Shop Boys 

Silly Ocean sweatshirt plus 25 copies of the LP “Love Zorn 
jies of “There'll Be Sad Songs (To Make You Cry)". 
ITSoEtM VastfMe^eanS)? 'heWOrld? 'S' 

Ten Dio t-shirts plus 25 copies of “The Dio EP”. ^ 
heavy metal records; c) biting the head off a caterpillar; c) 

erils Of Plastic t-shirts plus 10 polo neck jumpers plus 10 
3f “Ring A Ding Ding" plus 20 credit card holders. 
(at is Beryl The Peril? Ts “ if.^ a cartoon character; b) Magg 

◄ 



T-SHIRT (AND OTHER THINGS) COMPETITION 



MYE AT 
WOOLWORTHS 
TOP MUSIC VIDEOS 
FROM £8-99M EXCLUSIVE 

PRICES 
FOR A LIMITED PERIOD. 

£9-99 
£9-99 
£9-99 
£9-99 ' 
£9-99 
£9-99 

£9-99 
£9-99 
£9-99 
£9-99 
£8-99 
£8-99 

WOOLWORTHS 

ENTERfAlNMENT . ' ' 
■ 

ltems subject to availability. Prices may vary in Northern Ireland g 





PRINCE 
ANDTHEREVOWnON 

MOUNTAINS I 

NEW 7"& 
EXTENDED 12" M 
SINGLE fl 

IN YOUR SHOPS NOW! 
ALSO AVAILABLE- PARADE' 
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CONCERTS RH SELF AID 
A couple of weeks 

ago a huge Live Aid- 
type charity show 
took place with all 
the money raised 
going not to the 
starving of Africa but 
to the unemployed of 
Ireland. “It’s a con,” 
said the anti-Self Aid 
mob. “No it’s not,” 
said Bob Geldof, U2, 
Cactus World News, 
The Pogues and Elvis 
Costello. . . 

BANG!|andsonthetab|c 

rather familiar sight, this, over the la- 

haranguing the "gentlemen" of the 

personal responsibility for the people 

Pr~^ 
“1 am not bothered if people think 

The issue Bob is holding forth on 

^ Ethiopiabut the unemployed 

Wr economy is in tatters. Hence Self Aid ^ 4||pjj A massive Live Aid-styled concert wi 

I4 1 H [" J 



TALK TALK 
London 

i scruff Mark Hollis is! Talk Talk’s singer 





ROUGH RIDERS FROM LEE 

THE JEANS THAT BUILT AMERICA 



Before buying your first 
bike, it’s well worth investing in 
a little study. 

By law, all 125s are limited 
to 12bhp, but don't let that fool 
you into thinking that they are 
all basically the same. 

Each bike has a unique 
character and delivers power 
in its own distinctive way. 

Take a look around and 
ask yourself why most people 
with a few years biking under 
their belts opt for a Kawasaki. 

The most popular of all 
amongst enthusiasts are the 
Kawasaki GPZs. 

The AR125, (the red bike 
below) is, in every department 
except name, a GPZ. 

And this year, for the first 
time, it comes complete with a 
full fairing. 

Of course, your eventual 
decision depends what type of 
biking you’re into. 

If you want a bike that 
performs equally well on or off 
the road, then the KMX125 
(that’s the green one) could be 
the bike for you. 

The KMX125 is a spanking 
new addition to the Kawasaki 
stable and is, we believe, the 
most complete trail 125 on the 
road today. 

All in all, Kawasaki make 
10 learner legal bikes, each with 
a twelve month unlimited 
mileage warranty, special 
insurance, finance and extended 
warranty scheme. 

Just ask our dealer to 
deliver your new bike directly 
to a ‘Star Rider’ training centre, 
where we will pay for four 
hours of expert riding tuition. 

With a little swotting, 
you’ll soon see why Kawasakis 
come top in their class. 

For further information on 
the '86 range of learner legal 
Kawasakis, post the coupon 
to: Kawasaki Motors (UK) Ltd, 
Freepost, Slough SL1 6BR. 



^Eir^JTEASER ROSES 
Re-mixed & re-vitalised 

for the dancefloor 
by Bert Bevans 

AVAILABLE ON 
7" (UK MIX) A 7224 

12" (US RE-MIX) TA 7224 
7" + FREE CASSETTE QA 7224 

BUYTHE 7" 
AND GET A FREE 

DOUBLE SIDED CASSETTE 
of 

THE HAYWOODE MEGA MIX 
FEATURING 

HER DANCEFLOOR CLASSICS 

ITS LIMITED...SO HURRY! 
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Her mother died before her eighth birthday so she was brought up by her father and 
“disciplinarian” stepmother. At school she was always showing off her “sexy” knick knickers, she 

ristopher Flynn, a She started to “date” her dance teachei 
fame and fortune in New York. After a y< 
apartment with a million cockroaches, liv 

She was enjoying a “fling” with one of these, musician Dan Gilroy, 
o Paris, where the people behind Euro-disco singer Patrick He 

But instead they gave her lots of money and virtually ignored her... ier a st 

sharingwfthhDanGilroy and 

bandjxhe BrcllSc'lub7 ' 

“buckwheats” they’d all eat 

Pancakes) - who included 
Dan, Ed.and Angie Smit (an 

“It wafone of die happiest 

at college that’s what she did, sharing a grotty 
g on a diet of popcorn but also finding a few triends. 
ese, musician Dan Gilroy, when she was asked to 

group of her ov^n -^but her 

she phona^him^and 

SSiiiSSh? 
Pretenders, who played 





5 part of the tragedy of 

r off her LP, 

film (possibly s •r ni;„„ T„„rf , version of Oliver Twist and 
possibly the role of Eva Peror 
in Evita). Things seem to be 
going just the way the 5-year- 
old Madonna planned it 
when she announced she 
“was going to have a special 
1S&» a nnn ctor a film 
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Whatever summer throws at you 
rely on Aller*eze 

When you suffer hayfever, you know only too well the misery it can bring. Those all-too familiar 
'summer cold' symptoms result from breathing in tiny airborne particles (usually pollen) that cause an 

Itchy, watery eyes, runny nose, sneezing 
Hayfever affects different people in different ways. Many endure the discomfort of 'streaming' 

hayfever. That's itchy, watery eyes, runny nose and sneezing. However, many people suffer the extra 
misery of congested' hayfever which is caused by a build up of catarrh and painful nasal congestion. 

Avoid pollen risks whenever possible. But no matter when you get hayfever, you'll be relieved to 
know you can obtain effective relief without a doctor's prescription. 

Alleneze 
For'streaming' hayfever 

You can trust Allereze to bring fast-acting, long-lasting 
relief because its formula has been clinically proven for 10 
years with thousands of hayfever sufferers. A single tablet 
works for up to 12 hours. And Aller eze does not cause 
drowsiness for 90% of users. (Even when drowsiness does 
occur, it is usually mild and temporary). 

Aller eze Elixir. This pleasant-tasting, sugar-free Syrup is 
especially for children of 3-12 years and makes precise 
dosing really easy. 

BQSlAlleneze POoas 
For 'congested' hayfever 

remarkable treatment brings together the medically-proven 
active ingredient of Aller eze with a powerful decongestant to 
relieve that catarrh and painful nasal congestion. Just like 
Aller eze, new Aller eze Plus goes to work fast and lasts for 
hours. Of course, Allereze Plus will also relieve your itchy, 

You'll find the Allereze products only at the pharmacy 
counter of your local chemist. Ask for them by name. 

Aller-eze 1?0m 

0Aller-eze 
Fast acting, long-lasting allergy relief 



Dear Black Type 
What gives you the right to 

condemn the "pipers" who "walk" - 
not PRANCE - around the Queen's 
breakfast table each and every 
morning (Letters, May 20)? If the 
Queen didn't enjoy this, then don’t 
you think that there's a slight 

That fact that they are Scottish 
pipers just proves that the English 

LETTERS 
• WRITE TO: Smash Hits, 52-55 Carnaby Street, London W1V 1PF. The 
most splendid letter gets a £10 record token and a Black Type tea-towel. 
Everyone else gets a commemorative pendant (i.e. a badge). 

lidded pan and it was pushed 
among the blankets with its long 
handle until the bed was warm. Hot 

bottle was used to warm the cold 
feet of a French bishop 300 years 

do is give me a tea towel and 

you English thinking you’re so 

there. Well, you’re not! Just 

Elizabeth I died, James VI of 
Scotland became James I of Britain! 

And while I'm at it, at least the 
Patron Saints of Scotland Le. Saint 
Andrew and St Margaret are still 

as Paul Rutherford jumped around 
on stage like a ga-ga gorilla, failing 
miserably to add a spark of 
originality to the music. Holly, at 
least,^kept a bit of dignity, though 

campaign? But have he and Roger 
“that'll do nicely sir" Daltrey really 
been "rockin’" for that long? 
Someone Who Likes Marilhon, Billy 
Bragg, The Smiths, The Jesus & 
Mary Chain, The Cure And Half 
Man Half Biscuit, Buckingham. 

Go West Fan, Herts. 

Why, there I was the other 

Cozee Quilt and listening to the 

Netherlandic warhorses Frizzle 
S(w)izzle on my Winfield 
Walk1‘man” (£9.99 a snip!) when, 

Lynne Cavanagh (a Scottish 
patriot), Edinburgh. 

The Queen writes: Thank you so 

to my subjects that I do not 
particularly care for the sound of 
bagpipes at the brekker table but, 
things being what they are, one 
does need some suitable droning 
noise to drown out the sound of 
one’s husband’s tortuous babble 
as he peruses the city pages of 

working class man," Holly 
proclaimed at the intro to “Warriors 
Of The Wasteland". For him to puke 
over. Holly? 

Oh how “brave" of you, lads! 
Showing how well-behaved the 

impeccably at Wembley, they 
would have done well to follow 
their example instead of, like the 

I was filling^my Smash Hits 
Scrapbook/Diary the other day 

poetical mood at the tune and so 

The human race are a bunch of 

They crowd in Tesco's and push 
round trollies. 
U2 Fan Sarah, Clywd, N. Wales. 

Dear me. How cruel. I mean, if 

sensation in my lower regions. 
My feet had become all “damp”. 
Quite obviously I was melting 

unnatural catastrophe. My life 
flashed before my eyes (the pain, 
the heartache, Mr Perkins and 
the beef paste incident) all in one 
horrid blur .. and then the truth 
dawned on me. I bet you can 

Dear Gary Numan, 
We just read in Smash Hits (May 

20) of your opinion that people who 
the Daily Telegraph over the 
morning Earl Grey and kedgeree. 
He gets so heated, the old 
windbag (my husband that is, not 
the piper). And by the by, may I 

supremo of song and sincerity, 
Mr Clifford Richard ...(The 
above statement has absolutely 
•nothing to do with Her Majesty and 
is, in fact, just the fevered 
ramblings of one Black Type who is 
in danger of getting his cards pretty 
damned sharpish. - Ed) Rumbled!! 
SurrrrrrrrWIZZ! 

drunken lunatics that they were, 
carrying out that desperate cliched 
attempt to “shock" and grab 
headlines. Frankie, the dream, has 
been replaced by Frankie, the 
nightmare. 

I wonder what the hell they were 
trying to prove. Are they trying to 
build up a reputation for violence 
now instead of sex? Oh yes, 
Frankie, you may be back but for 
how long? I hope you take a good 
look at yourself and cringe. 
An Incensed, Angry, Betrayed, 
Frankie Fan, Lucan, Ireland. 

Tagliatelli’s Food’n’Drink 
emporialessen recently (i.e. about 
£4,000,0000,00000,0000 for a sliver 
of cheese that smells like a cross 
between something not very nice 
down a drain and Chris Heath’s 
so-called “jersey”) then you can 
hardly be surprised that Tesco’s 
is absolutely bunged up to the 
gills with frantic shoppers doing 

their trollies. 

Dear Black Type, 
Following your lack of 

knowledge about the invention of 

put the Royal Family down should 
be shot. You are free to look in 
Manchester's Electoral Registers 

and shoot me because I think all 
criticism of The Royal Family is 
justified. It's alright for ridTpeaple" 

despising The Royal Family's 
OBSCENE wealth. Don’t get me 
wrong, 1 think they're charming 

not justified because of the way 

Dear Black Type, 

the Montreux Awards - or rather 
after seemg Frankie's performance 

one long, long year, the Frankies 
"treated" their fans to an 
embarrassing cacophony... a blast 
of utter rubbish. Two dire tuneless 

■ mm 
Dear Black Type, 

May I show you this astonishing 
mblet of information from that 
blisteringly interesting book 
Medicine On TriaP Yes? Well, isn't 
it good to see Pete Townshend still 

of health for all peoples on his drug 

the hot water bottle at Ver Hits 
offices (Bitz Book a Life May 20) I 
thought, being a most charming and 
informative person, I would help 

I quote from my mega book (The 
one Auntie Mabel gave me at 
Christmas): 

“Some time in the Middle Ages 

Burning coals were put in the 

Royalty actually came about. 

money, land etc. off the paupers of 
yesteryear.) Plus there are millions 
living in poverty in our country (a 
miniscule percentage of their 
wealth could be used to create jobs 
for working class folk stranded on 
the dole.) I think it’s a pity they | 
don’t put things back into the j 
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i Beatles Wild 

I If you want to know 
what the album 

sounds like, our flexi’s 
a real giveaway. 

As a samplerforthe new compilation album'Beat 
Runs Wild,' we’re giving away a limited number 
of free flexi-discs with your free copy of The 
Beat magazine. 
The 'Beat Runs Wild’ album has 10 outstanding 
tracks from some of the best up and coming 
bands around including Hipsway, Wet Wet Wet 
and Curiosity Killed The Cat. 
It’s available at all HMV stores at only £1.99. 
So, even if you aren’t lucky enough to get a flexi- 
disc, you’ll be glad to find the album’s also a bit 
of a giveaway. 







lame Edna Everage? 
_YOU SURF? No, I'm 
what you call a "wipeout" 

. . . actually my wife caught a 

fishing, 
HAVE YOU EVER WORN ONE 

IMTOU THINK OF 
WHAM! SPLITTING UP? 
Wham!? I didn't even know 
they'd existed'. 
IF YOU WERE A FLOWER 
WHICH ONE WOULD YOU BE? 
Obviously a rose. A black 

00 YOU LIKE HOOVERING? 
What's hoovering? Oh, 
vacuuming. No, it’s much too 

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF 

_tout snider 

to its victims)? I don't know. 
You get lots of trick spiders 
here though, like the trapdoor 

That's a hard question for me 
because I usually never get 
myself involved in answering 

SPECUI1Y MADE OR DO YOU 
BUY THEM OFF THE PEG? I 
get them made for me. Over 
the years I've had a few 



BIG MOUTH STRIKES AGAIN 



Mwmmm mm 



thing I tiy to do... 
le different, the out-o 

as the Pope's robes! (Except, 
that is. when he was teaching 

. one of his co-stars, actress 
Emmanuelle Sallet, to play 
drums - then he was sporting 

if I did the right thing...") 
Prince was also spotted 
“rockin' out" on stage in San 
Francisco with The Bangles 

*ek, playing his own 
iday" and the old ■ 

having a baby boy called 
Tommy? Sting and Elton 
Min playing a Russian "Live 
Aid" in Moscow's Gorky Park 
organised by "top singing star" 
Alla Pugacheva to raise money 

, tor victims of the Chernobyl 
disaster? Katrina of Katrina 

tot splitting up an 
g a double LP insl 

house" (presumably the one 
next to Bangle Susanne Hoffs' 

e'rS»in 
Paris in August? Mm lydon 
making a record with “a 
bashed up baby grand {piano) 
and 4 broken banjos"? Yus! 
But Mutterings, quite frankly, 
would much rather talk to 
someone a bit older and more 
mature than all these so-called 
“pop" stars. Like Anne In 
Baa, a nice normal Mum from 
Middlesex who runs an antique 
business in Florida and has 
been having “trouble" with her 
eldest son. Simon, for pears. 
As a youth he'd lead his 
brothers astray - “let them do 

1 -:-ur things," she gasps, “like 
ib on top ot walls’ - and - 

' gulp! - “remember poems I’d 
I sing to him at night'. Soon, he 

was “performing for other 
children at teatimes and even 
left university to join a "pop" 
band (“I said 'ask the 

I University if the band doesn't 
! work out can you go back?' 

And he agreed to do that"). 
Bui she says, she still loves 
him. "The newspapers have 
said he's fat called him an 
ageing Elvis and things. Well, I 
think tie's got a lovely figure, a 

Aiutterinqs 

t saying that he’s used to be a choirboy... 
—---—- --«,,y ootleaving Duran Cyndi Laupar is threatening 
giving lots of horrible Duran. He is currently to wear a dress that lights up at 
interviews about how he has recording a solo album tor her wedding in September... 
"been rotten to women , and which he has "stepped upfront Joan trom We’ve Got A 
that "he's not just a sex as a lead vocalist (while also Fuabox And We’re Going 
machine" and wattling on intensifying his guitar attack)” To Use It has no wedding 
about "nice little bums. whatever that means. "I have to plans, not a twinge of a tummy 
Groool... Meanwhile that maintain a double musical ache and isn't the slightest bit 
sprightly youngster Mick life," he explains. "For a avante-purple. So why is she in 
Jogger has had to abandon person with the sort of Mutterings, you might ask. 
his new film Laughter In The ambitions I have, it would be Because, mes stupides, she 
Dark (in which he plays a impossible to stay in Duran collects coins. 01 course! Her 
"1920 s Casanova I because without pursuing other musical favourite is an Edward II silver 
he had a tummy ache... Mean interests”. So there. Andy's penny which "the 93-year-old 
"whilst", Andrew Ridgeley also been doing up the lady who used to live where the 
and his current vixlress Donia ramshackle £V4 million lunatic nauseous neighbours do now 
are, apparently, helping asylum he owns in South gave it to me before she died", 
promote Bear Aid which aims London. It'll have three marble She also reveals that she split 
to give a teddy bear to every bathrooms, a walk-in tridge up with her boyfriend because 
child in Ethiopia. Very and a full-sized cricket net in he kept playing Hanoi Rocks 
useful Nick Rhodes is the living room .. Simon, in LPs and his hair "was meant to 
planning to open a clothes the meantime, has been sailing stick up but it kept falling 
"boutique” in London’s very up the Thames in Gram lor a over”. Quite right too... Did 
swanky Mayfair-helped, it is Sport Aid ruse before selling you know that Sandie Show 
rumoured, by Julie-Anns dad the leaky old tub. He's also collects tiny china ladies 
who owns a chain of shops in "served as best man at his without any clothes on? Gosh! 
the USA Andy Taylor. brother David's wedding in the Or that she travels round town 
▼ Clive Jackson (Doctor of Doctor & Tho Modics) - who claims he has loved 

—1-'— “■-"“it a pet rabbit called Snowy that used to belong 
his ambitinn is to opon a 'load sanctuary”! 

on a tricycle? Golly! Or that 
she's written a children’s book, 
The Adventures Of Ollie Bean, 
about an "ex-dog" ol hers? 
Cripesl Or that she now has a 
goldfish called Freddy - "I 

fairs but he eats them"? 
Crike/... And did you know 
that Queen's John Deacon 
was, the story goes, too r 

that Boy George was 
spotted" at a Siouxsie And 

hat and brown suit, putting on 
make-up with a giant sponge 
and walking into the ladies 
instead of the gents by 
"mistake"?... And did you 
know that Clive Jackson e.g. 

tline Sis Or that the punchlir 
issue's Mutterings has 
completely disappeared? How 
extremely avant-purple!... 





commUNARDs- 
I SmflSH 


